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Abstract
The present study sought to explore (a) the extent to which certain school subjects are perceived sui generis more interesting than others and (b) the extent to which students’ interest in a subject is related to their study choices. A mixed-methods approach was chosen in which an individual interest questionnaire and an open-ended question were administered to 4,068 students at a polytechnic in Singapore. Data were analyzed by means of analysis of variance and content analysis of the responses to the open-ended question. The results suggest that mathematics courses were considered least interesting of all school subjects. Moreover, having to complete mathematics courses was responsible for a significant decrease in perceived interest for the entire study program the students were enrolled in. The content analysis revealed that students believe that mathematics is not in itself less interesting but that courses can be improved by providing more adequate learning resources and structure. Implications of these findings are discussed.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background
It is fair to say that everyone who went through formal education experienced some study subjects or disciplines as being less interesting than others. Although this seems to apply to most people, it constitutes a problem if there are too many subjects in the curriculum for which one lacks interest. In such case it can lead to adverse outcomes. For instance a student may have to alter his or her study direction or even drop out of school. In fact, current research suggests that a relatively large number of higher education students indicate—typically during their first year of study—that they lack interest and want to change or abandon their studies (Van der Veen, De Jong, Van Leeuwen, & Korteweg, 2005). Needless to say that this constitutes a costly affair for both the student and the instruction in terms of lost time, study fees, and general disappointment. Despite the emerging literature highlighting this potential problem, there are surprisingly few studies that investigated (a) whether some study subjects are typically perceived as being less interesting, and (b) why students lack interest in these study subjects. The objective of the present study was to find answers to these questions.

1.2 Methodological Challenges
A major reason for the limited number of studies examining why students lack interest in some study subjects seems to be related to methodological challenges to adequately compare between subject domains. For instance, Wolters and Pintrich (1998) and Vermetten, Lodewijks, and Vermunt (1999) cautioned that measured educational differences between various subject domains may not be so much due to the nature of the subject itself, but rather to differences in the instructional approach to these subjects. If for one subject the instructional method is small-group work and for another subject the instructional method is lectures, then differences in terms of interest cannot unequivocally be ascribed to the different subjects studied because they also can be caused by differences in instructional method. Because of this potential risk in misinterpreting interest data, it is suggested that if one wishes to conduct comparisons among school subjects one has to assure that both subjects are taught through the same didactics. This, however, has proven to be rather difficult because teachers have generally the liberty using any didactical approach they see fit for their course. Moreover, a teacher may choose to vary the didactical approach on a lesson-to-lesson basis (e.g., for one topic a lecture may be more suited and for another
small group discussions). In short, it is difficult to control for different didactics applied by different teachers in different courses when conducting comparison studies. With the present study we addressed this issue and only compared courses that were taught using the same didactics.

1.3 Literature on the Alignment between Study Choices and Interest

The extent to which students’ study choices are aligned with their interest, has received slightly more attention in the literature. A number of studies examined students’ interest and disciplinary choices in university and vocational education. For instance, Mikkonen, Heikkila, Ruohoniemi, and Lindblom-Ylanne (2009) conducted a qualitative study with students from three different fields, arts, law, and veterinary medicine. During the first-year orientation program they asked the students to respond to the question “Why did you choose to study your main subject?” The answers were analyzed using content analysis, in which answers were manually coded and categorized in two broad categories “interest in the field of study” and “future work”. The results revealed that in all three programs, 60% of the students mentioned interest as a major reason for their disciplinary choice. Overall, 38% of the responses referred to future work as a motive for enrolling in the programs. Some differences in response frequency were however observed between the three programs. Arts students stated that their main motive to choose their discipline was due to the interest in the field of study and referred little to future work, whereas for the law and veterinary medicine students the reverse was the case. This study suggests that there are at least two motives that influence a student’s disciplinary study choice. On the one hand, students’ general interest in the field of study seems to be a factor and on the other hand future work may play a role.

Although the study provides insights into the motives for students’ disciplinary choices (i.e., the reasons why they chose their study), the researchers did not empirically investigate what happened once the students were enrolled. It is possible that once students experience their study, they realize that their study choice is not entirely aligned with their interest. For instance, a student who wants to become a veterinarian all her life because she grew up on a farm with many animals and is interested in animal physiology enters the first year of university to find herself in basic science classes, covering chemistry, biology, and physics. This may cause a disappointment because the student perhaps expected to work with animals and be trained in understanding animal diseases. This misalignment between one’s expectations and the actual curriculum seems to be rather commonplace in higher education. For instance, large-scale student opinion surveys in the Netherlands have repeatedly demonstrated that students’ interest in their chosen subject significantly decreases during the first year of study (Hofman et al., 2001). Interestingly, this was shown to be less the case for students in the second and higher years.

But why would there be a significant decrease in interest during the first year as demonstrated by the Hofman et al. study? Researchers have suggested that this decrease in interest during the first year is indeed most likely due to a subgroup of students realizing that they have chosen the wrong program of study. Support for this explanation is provided in a large-scale longitudinal study from Van der Veen et al. (2005). The authors suggest that a decrease in interest during the first year is due to feeling dissatisfied with the study choice, having low confidence that one will successfully graduate, and a lack of value and pride with regard to the future profession. Although the results of the study suggest that misalignment between students’ study choices and their personal interest may emerge over time, the study does not explain why students’ interest slips away. Is it simply a matter of having chosen the wrong study from the onset, as Van der Veen et al. (2005) suggest, or are there other reasons?

1.4 The Present Study

We propose here that there is a possibility that the perceived misalignment in the first year is due to the fact that students in many educational programs have to complete first-year mandatory courses that are not perceived as relevant to students’ longer-term professional goals and are violating students’ expectations. The idea behind having to complete these mandatory courses is that students need foundational knowledge to be able to cope with more complex knowledge in the higher-year advanced courses. Although the idea makes sense from an educational perspective, the mandatory courses may convey the wrong message to students. Since these courses are generally foundational, typically covering topics such as basic sciences or mathematics, they may not be perceived as representative of the study program students enrolled for, and may therefore convey the impression to the students that the study program is all about mathematics or science. In summary, we propose that the misalignment problem of study choice and course interest during the first year is due to the fact that students have to complete mandatory courses that give them a false impression of the nature of their actual study program.

To test our hypothesis we identified three research questions that have the potential of casting more light on the issue. The first question is: “To what extent are students less interested in first-year mandatory courses as
compared with subsequent courses that are more representative of their study choice?” If our hypothesis is true, students’ interest should be lower for these mandatory courses. As a consequence, their level of interest should increase once they have completed the mandatory courses, which, in most curricula, is typically the case from the second year onwards. We therefore predicted that first-year courses are perceived as less interesting than subsequent courses. If this proves to be the case it would indicate that the misalignment between study choice and interests as noted by other researchers is indeed related to the first-year mandatory courses.

A second research question is about the first-year mandatory courses themselves: “Are there systematic differences in individual interest among first-year mandatory courses?” Theoretically, one would expect that individual interest in the mandatory courses varies largely among students—some students have a preference for subject A and B while other prefer C and D—and therefore no systematic differences in individual interest among mandatory courses are to be expected; different individual interests should cancel out any systematic differences. If this is however not the case, it would suggest that students generally have preferences for some mandatory courses above others. This in turn would help to identify which mandatory courses are potentially problematic and responsible for the perceived misalignment.

The final research question is related to a third important factor that needs to be verified; potential differences between the courses that constitute the diploma programs: “Are there systematic differences in individual interest among the higher-year diploma courses?” One could assume that once students are enrolled in their diploma program of choice no systematic differences are to be expected between different diploma programs in terms of the level of interest that students report. If the data would indicate that there are differences between diploma programs in terms of individual interest it would imply that some of these diploma programs are less aligned with what students expect them to be.

To find answers to the three research questions, we administered an interest self-report measure to 4,068 students at a polytechnic in Singapore. In this polytechnic, all courses use the same instructional method and assessment system, enabling direct comparison between course subjects. Moreover, at this polytechnic student have to complete several mandatory first-year courses, not necessarily directly related to their subject of choice. These courses comprise the more traditional mathematics, philosophy, and science foundation courses, but also more recently added courses aimed at improving communication skills and enterprise skills.

Our research strategy comprised of a mixed methods approach (Creswell, Plano Clark, Gutmann, & Hanson, 2003; Greene, Benjamin, & Goodyear, 2001) in which we combined quantitative and qualitative methodologies. To answer the three research questions we resorted to cross-sectional quantitative survey methods, and to gain more insights in the reasons why students preferred some courses to others, we conducted acontent analysis of open-ended responses. Considering the large scale of the sample of more than 4,000 participants that precluded reliable manual coding of student responses, we used an automated approach using state-of-the art computer-based text analytics (SPSS, 2006, 2008).

2. Method

2.1 Participants

The sample consisted of 4,068 participants (53% female and 47% male) with an average age of 19 years ($SD = 1.54$). At the moment the sample was taken, the participants were enrolled in 148 courses in various diploma programs at a polytechnic in Singapore. The diploma programs the participants were enrolled in were five three-year programs: Engineering, Applied Sciences, Information Technology, Arts, and Hospitality.

2.2 Educational Context

In this polytechnic, the instructional method is problem-based learning (PBL) for all its courses and programs. In this approach five students work together in one team under the guidance of a tutor. Each class comprises four to five teams. Unique to this polytechnic’s approach to PBL is that students work on one problem during the course of each day (Choo, Rotgans, Yew, & Schmidt, 2011; Rotgans, O’Grady & Alwis, 2011; Sockalingam, Rotgans, & Schmidt, 2011). This means that students deal with one problem each day in all courses. A typical day starts with the presentation of a problem. Students discuss in their teams what they know, do not know, and what they need to find out. By doing so, students activate their prior knowledge, come up with tentative explanations for the problem, and formulate their own learning goals. Subsequently, a period of self-study follows in which students individually and collaboratively try to find information to address the learning goals (Hmelo-Silver, 2004; Schmidt, 1983, 1993; Schmidt, Van der Molen, Te Winkel, & Wijnen, 2009). At the end of the day the five teams come together to present, elaborate, and synthesize their findings. In this polytechnic, a uniform assessment system is applied in which all students in all courses have to sit for written exams. There are three
exams every four weeks in all courses. The assessment format is a combination of multiple-choice questions and open-ended questions.

All students in the polytechnic, independent of their diploma program, have to complete the mandatory first-year courses. In the second and third year they study their discipline-specific courses. Because the instructional approach and the assessment system are identical in setup throughout the polytechnic it was possible to directly compare levels of individual interest between the courses.

2.3 Measures

A measure of individual interest was devised as part of a regular program evaluation questionnaire that is administered routinely every semester. In our operationalization of individual interest we followed Schiefele (1992) distinction between the two components of individual interest: a value-related component, referring to the extent that students recognized certain topics as relevant for their future career, and an emotion-related component, indicating the extent to which they liked a particular topic. To measure the value-related component we devised two items: “The topics of this course seemed useful for my future professional practice” and “I have learned many useful things in this course.” The items were scored on a 5-point Likert scale: 1 (not true at all), 2 (not true for me), 3 (neutral), 4 (true for me), and 5 (very true for me). In order to measure the emotion-related component we devised two items: “In general I enjoyed the course” and “The topics we addressed in the course were interesting.” The construct validity of this short individual interest measure was established by means of confirmatory factor analysis (Byrne, 2001). The assumption was that all four items for each measure were manifestations of one underlying factor: individual interest. The results revealed that the data fitted this hypothesised model well. The \( \chi^2/df \) ratio was 3.72, \( p = .02 \), RMSEA = .03 and CFI = 1.00 (\( N = 4,068 \)). All factor loadings were statistically significant and ranged from .69 to .79, with an average of .74. The reliability of the measure was determined by calculating Hancock’s coefficient \( H \) (Hancock & Mueller, 2001). The coefficient \( H \) is a construct reliability measure for latent variable systems that represents a relevant alternative to the conventional Cronbach’s alpha. Hancock recommended a cut-off value for the coefficient \( H \) of .70. The average coefficient \( H \) for the individual interest measure was .84. Overall, these results demonstrate that the psychometric characteristics of the individual interest measure are adequate.

In addition to the items, participants responded to an open-ended question: “How can the course be improved?” We asked this broad question to allow students to report anything that they did not like about the course.

2.4 Procedure

The four items of the individual interest measure were included in a regular program evaluation questionnaire that was administered to 4,068 randomly identified students across 148 courses. The courses comprised five first-year mandatory foundation courses, viz. basic science, mathematics, philosophy, communication skills, and enterprise skills. The remaining courses were second- and third-year courses, which belong to the five diploma programs engineering, applied science, information technology, arts, and tourism. Examples of courses in these diploma programs include microbiology, advanced mathematics, laboratory management, waste water treatment, applied physics, diagnostic imaging, financial accounting, database systems, logical programming, logistic planning, aerodynamics, journalism. Students were randomly selected to fill in the program evaluation and it was made mandatory to respond to the questionnaire (92% response rate). The questionnaire was administered online and appeared in the students’ regular electronic learning environment. Participants had one week to respond.

2.5 Analysis

Data were analyzed to answer each of the three research questions. All analyses comprised a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with least significant difference (LSD) comparisons of the means. In addition to the \( F \)- and \( p \)-values, the effect-size was calculated by means of eta-squared. Eta-squared represents the ratio of variance explained in the dependent variable by a predictor while controlling for other predictors. Generally, .10 is considered a “small” effect, .25 is considered a “medium” effect and >.40 is considered a “large” effect (Cohen, 1992).

To address the first research question (To what extent are students less interested in first-year mandatory courses as compared with courses that are more representative of their study choice?) we tested whether there were mean-level differences in individual interest between the first- and higher-year courses. The independent variable was study year and the dependent variable was individual interest. Since the higher-year courses were expected to be more closely aligned with the students’ study choices, we expected to find significantly higher levels of individual interest for these courses as compared to the first-year mandatory courses.

To test the second research question (Are there systematic differences in individual interest between first-year
mandat ory courses?) we examined whether there were mean-level differences in individual interest between the first-year mandatory courses. The independent variable was first-year foundation courses and the dependent variable was individual interest. Since the first-year courses are all mandatory, we expected to find no significant differences in individual interest between these five courses because students’ individual interest in the mandatory courses may largely vary, cancelling out any systematic mean differences.

Finally, to address the third research question (Are there differences in individual interest between the higher-year diploma courses?) we examined whether there were mean-level differences in individual interest between the higher-year diploma programs. To conduct the analysis we used the aggregate of all courses that belong to each of the five diploma programs. The independent variable was diploma program and the dependent variable was again individual interest. We expected to find no differences in individual interest among diploma programs since at this stage (i.e., the second and third year) students are enrolled in their programs of choice, which is presumably based on their individual interest.

In addition to the above analyses we conducted a content analysis of students’ responses to an open-ended question to further examine why certain subjects—if any—are perceived as less interesting. The responses were analyzed using linguistics-based text analytical technologies applied by the SPSS Text Analysis for Surveys™ 2.1 software (SPSS, 2006). The software uses advanced linguistic technologies that extract and classify key concepts from the responses. Using these technologies, the content is analyzed as a set of phrases and sentences whose grammatical structure provides a context for the meaning of a response. The software enables the coding and categorization of responses in a fraction of the time required when doing it manually. More important, the categorization of responses is done consistently and reliably (SPSS, 2008). Unlike human coders, the software classifies the same concepts in the same categories every time. The first step of the content analysis is to extract key terms from the responses. The software uses linguistic algorithms to identify relevant concepts based on libraries that contain pre-coded definitions. This means that the extraction does not treat a response as a set of unrelated words, but it identifies key words, compound words, and patterns in the text. As a next step in the content analysis, the extracted terms are grouped by the software into categories that form the basis for further analyses. A category refers to a group of closely related concepts, objects, or opinions.

The software applies three linguistic techniques that take the meanings of the extracted terms and their inter-relationships into account: (a) term derivation, (b) term inclusion, and (c) semantic networks. Since these techniques complement each other, all three are used for the categorization of the extracted terms (SPSS, 2006). The term derivation technique forms categories by analyzing if any of the terms are morphologically related, for instance, the term “self-concept” and “concept of the self” would be grouped in the same category. The term inclusion technique uses algorithms to create categories by taking a term and finding other terms that can be included. For instance, the terms “learning resources”, “study resources”, “resource materials”, “learning resource materials” would be grouped under the root term “resources.” As such, “resources” forms a category, which includes the root term “resources” and all word combinations before it, after it or both. The semantic networks technique forms categories using a semantic/lexical network, which is based on WordNet® (Miller, 1995). WordNet® is a large lexical database of English developed by Princeton University. Nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a concept. The created synsets form the basis of a category.

In order to analyze the responses to the open-ended question, the mean and standard deviations of the frequency counts for each category were calculated. An independent samples t-test was then used to analyze whether there are significant differences in the mean categorical values between the mathematics and none-mathematics courses. In addition to the t and p-values, Cohen’s d was computed as a measure of effect-size. Cohen’s d is an effect size used to indicate the standardized difference between two means. Generally an effect size of .20 to .30 is considered “small”, around .50 is considered “medium” and >.80 is considered a “large” effect (Cohen, 1992; Salkind, 2010).

3. Results and Discussion

To address the first research question it was examined whether higher-year courses are perceived as being more interesting than the first-year mandatory courses. Since the higher-year courses are supposed to be more closely aligned with students’ study choices, we expected that students’ individual interest pertaining to these courses would be significantly higher than the mandatory first-year courses. This test would thus clarify whether the mandatory courses are indeed responsible for the perceived misalignment of study choice and course interest during the first year. The results of the ANOVA revealed that there was a non-significant main effect: F (1, 3226) = .98, p = .32, eta-squared < .01 (M_{1st year} = 3.89, M_{2nd & 3rd years} = 3.85). Contrary to what we hypothesized, this
preliminary outcome suggests that students are not necessarily less interested in the first-year mandatory modules.

A possible explanation for the non-significant mean differences that some more interesting mandatory courses (e.g., enterprise skills) may have been so interesting that they have more than canceled out the less interesting or less popular courses (e.g., science and mathematics) resulting in a higher mean score, which is non-significantly different from the higher-year courses. This possibility was examined by testing the second research question for which we conducted a more detailed analysis of the mean-level differences in individual interest between the first-year mandatory courses of science, mathematics, philosophy, communication skills, and enterprise skills. The results of the ANOVA suggest that there was significant main effect $F(4, 235) = 9.01, p < .01$, with a relatively small effect size (eta-squared = .10). The post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that students’ individual interest for mathematics was reported significantly lower compared with all of the other four subjects ($p < .01$). See Table 1 for the mean values and standard deviations of students’ individual interest for each of the five first-year mandatory courses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic science</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication skills</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise skills</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Individual interest for the communication skills subject was rated significantly higher than for basic science ($p < .01$) and mathematics ($p < .01$). A follow-up analysis revealed that individual interest for mathematics was indeed significantly lower than interest for the higher-year courses ($p < .001$). This outcome suggests that only mathematics as mandatory first-year course is perceived as significantly less interesting; the other mandatory courses are not that much different from the higher-year courses. In light of these findings we have to redefine our leading hypothesis: the misalignment between study choice and course interest in the first year of study seems to be due to only one subject: Mathematics. We will return to this issue later on.

To test the third research question we examined to which extent there are mean differences in individual interest between the diploma programs. Since all students are enrolled in their diploma program of choice, we did not expect to find any differences in individual interest between them. The outcome of the analysis however suggests that this is not the case. The results of the ANOVA revealed that there were significant differences in individual interest among the higher-year diploma programs, $F(4, 2983) = 10.23, p < .0001$. Although the results were statistically significant, the effect size was rather small (eta squared = .014) suggesting that the differences are relatively minor. Nonetheless, the post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that there are non-significant differences between Applied Sciences, Hospitality, and Arts, which form a cluster around $M = 3.90$. The mean values of individual interest for the Information Technology and Engineering was, however, significantly lower ($p < .01$) than the above cluster, with the mean for Engineering being significantly lower than for Information Technology. See Table 2 (first two columns) for the descriptive statistics.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the mean differences in individual interest between the five diploma programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Mean (SD) without Math-related courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied science program</td>
<td>3.91 (.60)</td>
<td>3.91 (.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering program</td>
<td>3.75 (.65)</td>
<td>3.90 (.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology program</td>
<td>3.84 (.62)</td>
<td>3.86 (.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality program</td>
<td>3.93 (.64)</td>
<td>3.93 (.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts program</td>
<td>3.94 (.63)</td>
<td>3.94 (.63)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This outcome suggests that although students in these two programs are enrolled in the courses of their choice, they are not interested in their study programs to the same extent as arts, applied sciences, and hospitality students. This finding is rather surprising: How is it possible that students choose a particular diploma program (presumably based on their interest) but find it less interesting? And why is this only the case for Engineering and Information Technology and not for the other three courses?

The answer to these questions turns out to be linked to our earlier findings, which suggested that mathematics was perceived as being least interesting during the first year. Considering that the advanced mathematics courses were to be found exclusively in the Engineering program and the Information Technology program, it is possible that mathematics courses are responsible for the reported lower levels of interest. To test this hypothesis, we assumed that when excluding all mathematics courses from the analysis the result should reveal non-significant differences in individual interest between the five diploma programs. Out of a total of 111 courses, 24 courses could be identified as being directly related to mathematics and were excluded from the analysis. Examples of these mathematics courses are: advanced mathematics, logic programming, applied mathematics, sampling theorem, quantitative methods, data acquisition, ladder logic, and measurement techniques. After excluding the mathematics courses from the analysis, the main effect was not longer statistically significant, $F(4, 2117) = 1.49, p = .20$, eta squared = .003. See the last column of Table 2 for the mean values of individual interest for all five programs. This outcome suggests that the mathematics courses in these two diploma programs are most likely responsible for the overall lower levels of individual interest.

The findings so-far suggest that mathematics was not only responsible for the misalignment between study choice and course interest among the first-year mandatory courses and between first and second year courses, but also for differences among the higher-year courses; as such, mathematics seems to be a “dissenting voice” across all programs. The question is then, why is mathematics perceived as less interesting across all diploma programs and courses? We addressed this question by means of the content analysis through which we analyzed students’ improvement suggestions for all courses.

Remember that the open-ended question posed to students was: “How can the course be improved?” The content analysis of their answers resulted in the extraction of three key concepts: (A) Conceptual comprehension, consisting of subthemes like “theory”, “knowledge”, “understanding”, and “principles.” For instance, students mentioned: “Explain the theory in simple terms”, “Since, I’ve not much prior knowledge about this module except from O levels, I found it hard to comprehend much of the concepts”, or “Some formulas and working principles of the particular mechanism could be explained to us so that we can have a better understanding”; (B) Study management, consisting of subthemes like “more interacting classes”, “practice”, “guidance”, and “time.” For instance students stated: “The lesson should have more interaction between teacher and students”, “There could perhaps be more hands-on sessions that will put our theories into practice”, or “This module could be more focused since the problems are very broad and there is insufficient time to deal with every aspect”; and (C) Learning support, consisting of subthemes like “resources”, “worksheets”, and “teachers.” For instance, the students stated: “Provide better resources”, “Provide more exercise worksheets together with worked solutions” or “It can be improved when the teacher is able to help the weaker students by going to their table to see their progress.”

After extracting these concepts for each course it was tested whether there was a significant difference in the categorical frequency count between mathematics courses and all non-mathematics courses. Table 3 depicts the results of the independent samples t-test.
Table 3. Results comparison frequency score between mathematics courses and all remaining second- and third-year courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Course type</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Cohen’s d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-related</td>
<td></td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study management</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>-.34</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-related</td>
<td></td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning materials</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>-4.49</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>-.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math-related</td>
<td></td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results revealed that there was a statistically significant difference in frequency count for only one concept: Learning support \( (t = -4.49, p < .01) \) with a small effect size. The difference in categorical frequency count of the learning support category suggests that the mathematics courses, relative to other courses, fall short in providing sufficient support to help students learn. For instance, students stated that more supportive worksheets should be used in the mathematics courses: “a worksheet should be used for all lessons” and “answers to the worksheets should be provided at the end of the week” (15% of all responses in the mathematics courses included the term “worksheet”). Instructional worksheets typically consist of questions and assignments, which provide students with structure and help them to work on a specific topic in a systematic manner (Choo, Rotgans, Yew, & Schmidt, 2011). Students also frequently stated: “more learning resources should be provided” and “more examples should be provided in the resources” (41% of all responses in the mathematics courses included the term “resource”). But also the teacher seems to play a significant role as a provider of information: “maybe the teacher can explain the terms to the students so that they would be able to understand better” and “the teachers should also recap of past lessons and help trigger students’ thinking process” (47% of all responses in the mathematics courses included the term “teacher”). The results of the content analysis imply that the low interest in mathematics courses seems not directly related to conceptual factors, such as difficulty level or abstraction level of mathematics concepts, or study management issues, but it seems related to instructional shortcomings, such as lack of guidance and structure.

4. General Discussion

The major objective of the present study was to investigate whether students’ study choices are aligned with their individual interests—and if not, what causes this misalignment. This is an important educational matter since an increasing number of students seem to realize—in particular during the first year of study—that they have chosen a study program for which they lack interest (Hofman et al., 2001; Van der Veen et al., 2005). As a consequence, these students may have to switch study programs at the end of the first year or even dropout of school or university. We initially hypothesized that the misalignment is due to students having to complete first-year mandatory courses outside their domain of choice. We have argued that since these mandatory courses in the first year are often mathematics- or science-related they may convey the impression to students that their study program predominantly revolves around such subjects. To test this hypothesis we examined three research questions that cast more light on this issue: (a) “To what extent are students less interested in first-year mandatory courses as compared with courses that are more representative of their study choice?”; (b) “Are there differences in individual interest among first-year mandatory courses?”; and (c) “Are there differences in individual interest between the higher-year diploma courses?”

The results revealed that there were no significant differences between the mandatory first- and higher-year courses. As such, this outcome did not provide support for our primary hypothesis that the mandatory first-year courses are per se responsible for the perceived misalignment during the first year. Further detailed analysis of the mandatory first-year courses themselves revealed that students’ individual interest was only significantly lower for one particular course: Mathematics. This outcome suggests that only the mandatory mathematics course was perceived as significantly less interesting compared to the other mandatory courses and thus may be responsible for a perceived misalignment in the first year. Subsequent analyses involving only the higher-year courses confirmed this observation; all higher-year mathematics-related courses were rated as significantly less interesting compared to all other courses. One has to realize that by the second year all students are in the
diploma program of their preference, leading to the expectation that all diploma programs (all things being equal) will be found equally interesting. This turned out not to be the case; two diploma programs, namely Engineering and Information Technology were considered significantly less interesting, and we were able to demonstrate that this is because these programs contained many mathematics-related courses (24 in total). Removing the mathematics courses from the analysis resulted in non-significant differences in individual interest between the diploma programs, strongly suggesting that only the mathematics courses were responsible for the perceived misalignment between a student's study choice and individual interest in the higher-year programs.

The content analysis provided more detailed insights in the reasons why mathematics was perceived as relatively less interesting across all courses and years. When asked how the mathematics courses could be improved, students' main concern was that they did not receive sufficient instructional support; more examples, worksheets, and direct instruction by the teacher were mentioned most often as means to improve these courses. Surprisingly, students did not mention having conceptual problems with mathematics itself or difficulties related to study management. This seems to suggest that the active-learning PBL environment did an adequate job in presenting and embedding the rather abstract mathematics concepts in authentic problem scenarios students could relate to. Nevertheless, this positive instructional feature should have been combined or "enriched" with more guidance and structure when students further worked on the problems in their small groups or during self-study.

4.1 Contribution to the Higher Education Literature

The above suggestion is in-line with recommendations made by researchers such as Ormell (1984) and Suraweera (1984) who propose that good mathematics education starts with a good structure and students should understand its value and application to other subjects and real life. More recently, many researchers and practitioners utter the opinion that ICT can provide a viable solution to the mathematics problem. For instance, Viamonte (2010) suggest that computers should be used as tools to assist students in the exploration and discovery of mathematics concepts. Although there is some evidence that ICT can help students understand mathematics concepts better, it is still not clear whether ICT makes it also more interesting (Clements, 2002; Manoucherhri, 1998) and provides the necessary structure.

There is no doubt that mathematics is an important subject and cornerstone of many educational programs—in particular in higher education, such as in Engineering programs or the Sciences. However the reality is that many students perceive mathematics as the least interesting subject and a burden for their studies (Hannover & Kessels, 2004; Schoon, 2001). Dealing with this predicament is not an easy task and it is questionable if ICT can indeed provide a comprehensive solution. The present study contributes to the higher education literature in two important ways. First, our findings are based on a large sample involving close to 150 different higher education courses in which all students were exposed to the same instructional approach. This enabled us to control for instructional influences and adequately compare differences that are due to the nature of the subject itself. To our best knowledge, this has never been attempted before and thus provides new insights in this important issue. Second, including open-ended responses and subjecting them to sophisticated text analytical analysis provided us with detailed insights (in addition to the quantitative data) as to what the underlying reasons are why mathematics programs are perceived as least interesting. Conducting this analysis on such a large scale has not been done before.

4.2 Implications for Theory and Practice

Based on the findings of the current study, we propose three instructional strategies that can make mathematics education more interesting and effective.

The first approach seeks to contextualize mathematics knowledge. The beauty of mathematics is that it provides tools to understand a large number of different phenomena in the world; it gives us a language to interpret these phenomena. Some authors maintain that its abstractness is both its strength and its weakness: it is necessarily abstract to be able to play its role, but its lack of reference to a concrete, real world makes it difficult to teach. Unlike a topic such as physics that refers to an observable material world, students cannot really imagine anything concrete with mathematic propositions. Therefore attempts have been made to embed mathematics teaching into concrete real life experiences (such as problems in PBL), an approach pioneered by Freudenthal (Freudenthal, 1968, 1973, 1981). This “realistic mathematics education” takes at its starting point everyday phenomena or events and teaches mathematical ideas and procedures in the context of these phenomena or events. Although it appeals to intuitive logic that this approach is more interesting for students to learn mathematics, empirical evidence is rather scarce (Gravemeijer & Doorman, 1999). Moreover, critics maintain that mathematics requires a considerable amount of rehearsal in order to become adequately embedded in memory. In addition, they claim that using the realistic route, mathematics will never become the abstract tool in
the mind of the learner it is supposed to become (Burns, 2005).

A second approach advocated by some is presenting students with worked mathematics examples (Atkinson, Derry, Renkl, & Wortham, 2000; Renkl, 1999, 2002), similar to what students mentioned in their responses. The idea is that providing examples of how to solve mathematics problems will help students understand the underlying mechanisms and apply them to new contexts. However, a problem noticed by some researchers is that examples require many variables to be kept in working memory at the same time. This might lead to cognitive load to an extent that manipulation with these variables becomes difficult because of the limitations of working memory (Tarmizi & Sweller, 1988). As such, worked examples should integrate all sources of information into one combined presentation (e.g., a complex diagram combined with aural explanations), since splitting students’ attention across multiple, non-integrated informational sources (e.g., a diagram, a text, and aural explanations) may cause cognitive overload and impair learning. This is an important issue to remember when planning to implement ICT as an instructional tool in mathematics education. There is evidence that learning is fostered by worked examples (Atkinson et al., 2000) but presently evidence is lacking that students like it more than conventional approaches.

A third approach is the active-learning approach. This active learning approach seems promising because it demonstrated that students learn more under this approach while displaying higher levels of interest. However, as the results of our study suggest, this approach needs to be combined with careful guidance and structure provided by either the teacher or the learning materials or both. For instance, Rotgans and Schmidt (2014) conducted a study in which they compared the extent to which students are interest in a mathematics topic in an active learning classroom vs. a direct instruction classroom. In the active learning condition, students worked on a real-life mathematics problem in small groups guided by a facilitator who provided a certain degree of structure, whereas the direct instruction group was taught about the same topic by a teacher. Results suggest that the active-learning group reported significantly higher levels of interest and engagement than the direct instruction group. This study was however conducted with primary school students and it still needs to be seen if it can be replicated with higher education students who are exposed to more complex mathematics concepts.

4.3 Limitations and Future Research

Finally, as with all studies, the present study has a number of limitations that should be acknowledged. First of all, our qualitative analysis is restricted to only one open-ended question. In order to find out more about the underlying issues with mathematics courses it may be necessary to conduct more detailed focus group studies with students and teachers. In the present study we only received feedback from the students; teachers may be able to provide additional insights in what the precise problems are with mathematics teaching in their courses. It seems also necessary to follow-up with some small-scale experiments to examine which of the three above-mentioned instructional approaches, or a combination of them, such as active learning, more worksheets, and worked examples may have a beneficial effect on students’ mathematics learning and their interest in mathematics courses in general.
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